This paper investigates some relations among four complexities of sequence over countably infinite alphabet, and shows that two kinds of empirical entropies and the self-entropy regarding a finite state source are asymptotically equal and lower bounded by the muximun number of phrases in distinct parsing of the sequence. Some connections with source coding theorems are also investigated. Further, we consider the empirical entropies with fidelity criterion.
INTRODUCTION
In information theory, various properties of sequences over finite alphabet have been investigated. These researches of sequences are not only of theoretic interest, but also have many applications such as universal source coding, hypothesis testing, and prediction (see, e.g., [1] , [2] and subsequent papers). Especially, following four complexities of sequences play important roles in variable-rate universal source coding problem: (i) the overlapping empirical entropyĤ k (x n 1 ) of x n 1 gives asymptotically the optimal compression rate attainable by finite-state information-lossless (IL) encoders, (ii) the non-overlapping empirical entropỹ H k (x n 1 ) of x n 1 gives a lower bound of the compression rate attainable by k-block encoders, (iii) the selfentropy −(1/n) log µ(x n 1 ) of x n 1 regarding a finite state source characterized by the measure µ is the codeword length of x n 1 associated with the Shannon code which minimizes the average codeword length, and (iv) the muximun number c(x n 1 ) of phrases in arbitrary distinct parsing of x n 1 appears in a lower bound of the compression rate attainable by IL encoders.
On the other hand, only little is known about sequences over countably infinite alphabet. In this paper, we dealt with sequences over countably infinite alphabet and investigate the relations among the aforementioned four quantities. Our main result shows that two kinds of empirical entropies and the infinum of the self-entropy over finite state sources are asymptotically equal, and are asymptotically lower bounded by (log n/n)c(x n 1 ), provided that given sequence x is finitely encodable. Some connections with source coding theorems are also investigated. In addition to main results, we consider the empirical entropies with fidelity criterion. Although it is known that the nonoverlapping empirical entropy with fidelity criterion plays an important role in the lossy coding of individual sequences [3] , the overlapping empirical entropy with fidelity criterion has not been investigated so far. We show that two kinds of empirical entropies with fidelity criterion are asymptotically equal.
Main Results
Let X be a countably infinite alphabet and X ∞ be a set of infinite sequences over X . Let x m n denote the subsequence x n x n+1 · · · x m of a sequence x = x 1 x 2 · · · ∈ X ∞ . In this paper, we consider the following four quantitiesĤ(x),H(x), h fs (x) and C(x) of x.
Definition 1 (Overlapping empirical entropy)
The overlapping empirical distribution p k (·|x
Then, the overlapping empirical entropyĤ(x) of x ∈ X ∞ is defined asĤ(x) = inf kĤk (x).
Definition 2 (Non-overlapping empirical entropy)
The non-overlapping empirical distribution is defined as
Definition 3
For all x ∈ X ∞ , let As stated in the introduction, these four quantities have a connection with source coding problem of individual sequences. For convenience, we consider length functions instead of coding procedures. For any set A, a non-negative real function σ on A is called a length function on A, if σ satisfies the Kraft inequality a∈A exp{−σ(a)} ≤ 1. It is known that the codeword lengths of any uniquely decodable code must satisfy the Kraft inequality. Conversely the Kraft inequality is a sufficient condition for the existence of a codeword set with the specified set of codeword lengths (see, for example, [4] ).
Before stating our main result, we define finitely encodable sequences.
Definition 5 x ∈ X
∞ is finitely encodable (f.e.) if there exists a length function σ on X such that
It should be pointed out that if x ∈ X ∞ is f.e., then H 1 (x) < ∞ andH 1 (x) < ∞, and thus,
Here, we state our main result.
Theorem 1 For any f.e. sequence x ∈ X
∞ , we havê
and
Remark 1 Since every sequence x over finite alphabet X is f.e., Theorem 1 contains finite alphabet case. In finite alphabet case,
and h fs (x) =Ĥ(x) has been known ( [2] , [5] and [6] 
where η(w i ) = |{j : 1 ≤ j ≤ t, w j = w i }|, and δ n = (t/n) log(n/t)+ (t/n) log(eS) (S = |S|) and thus, δ n → 0 as n → ∞ provided that t/n → 0.
and for all l, m and x
Let l i be the length w i of the i-th word w i , and t l = |{i : l i = l}|. Then, we have
The inequality (a) follows from that
where
where L is the random variable determined by the distribution Pr{L = l} = t l /t.
Lemma 2 For any f.e. sequence x ∈ X ∞ and any
Proof: Since x is f.e., there exists a length function σ on X which satisfies lim sup
By [7, Lemma 1], we have
On the other hand, for any distinct parsing x
= c log c = c log n − c log(n/c).
By Lemma 1 and (6), we have
for any finite state source µ and sufficiently large n.
Lemma 3
Proof: Apply Lemma 1 to the parsing x
Then, the right hand side of (4) equals toH k (x n 1 ).
Lemma 4
Proof: This lemma can be proved by a similar manner as [6, proof of Theorem 1] in which finite alphabet sequences are considered. What we have to prove is
. By the definition of p
and thus, for a
On the other hand, since
Since x is f.e.,Ĥ k (x) < ∞, and thus (7) was proved.
Lemma 5 For any f.e. sequence x ∈ X ∞ , any integer k and any > 0, there is an integer
Proof: Let N be a large number such that,
Choose n and m such that n ≥ N and n ≥ m ≥ k (specified later). Letσ k be a length function on X k such that
and σ x be a length function which satisfies (1). Using σ k and σ x , we can construct a length functionσ m on X m which satisfieŝ
and s 1 is the minimum nonnegative integer such that i+s 1 ≡ 1 (mod k) and s 2 is the minimum nonnegative integer such that i + m − s 2 ≡ 1 (mod k). Since s 1 + s 2 ≤ 2k and σ x satisfies (5),
if n and m are large enough. Hence, we have,
and thus, for sufficiently large m and n,
Therefore, we havê
Next, we state some consequences of Theorem 1.
Corollary 1 For any f.e. sequence x ∈ X ∞ , and any k and any length function
Now suppose x ∈ X ∞ is compressed by separately
). Corollary 1 shows that for any σ k , the compression rate is lower bounded byĤ(x) provided that x is f.e. On the other hand, the next corollary demonstrates the existence of a compression scheme, for which the compression rate asymptotically tends toĤ(x).
Corollary 2 For any length function
Consider countable length functions σ (1) , σ (2) , · · · on X . There exists a sequence of length functions
Proof: Let φ (LZ) σ be a variation of Lempel-Ziv 78 encoder [2] which uses σ(a) bits to encode the last symbol a ∈ X of each phrase. φ
We can construct an length function σ * n such that
It is easy to see that σ * n satisfies (9).
Empirical entropies with fidelity criterion
Let Y be a finite alphabet. Let ρ : X × Y → [0, ∞) be a function and {ρ k } ∞ k=1 be the single-letter fidelity criterion generated by ρ, that is,
In the following, we assume that the distortion measure ρ and fidelity criterion D satisfy that there is a Dadmissible partition of X k for all k ≥ 1. The empirical entropies based on the partition Π
where p k (π|x
Above two quantities have a connection with fixeddistortion variable-length lossy compression of individual sequences. Yang and Kieffer [3] considered the coding schemes, under which x ∈ X ∞ is encoded by separately encoding each non-overlapping k-block, and showed that the optimal coding rate tends to
. Our next theorem characterizes this quantity.
Theorem 2 can be shown by the following Lemma 6 and 7. 
Choose n and m such that n ≥ m ≥ k (specified later). Usingf,¯ andσ k , we can construct a D-admissible length functionσ m on X m such that for all i = 1, 2, · · · ,
Since δ m ≤ /2 if m is large enough, we have the lemma. 
Lemma 7 For any

